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A view from the chair...
At last, after two years of postponing we can now go ahead. One of the main reasons
MantonFest has survived, when many festivals have gone, is the loyalty of our
followers. Very few supporters asked for refunds, which has made it possible to go
ahead this year and for many years in the future. Thank you all very much.
This is the tenth MantonFest. I am very keen to keep the same carefree atmosphere,
where festival goers can bring their own picnics and drinks, where children can run
safely around the meadow while their parents listen to the music.
But, in spite of that this year I am mindful of certain worries people have about Covid.
We will make the field as safe as possible, allowing for those who want to keep their
distance or stay in their own bubble. Proof of double vaccination or negative test will
not be asked for, I am relying on everyone being sensible and thinking of others.
This year we have an extra field for parking. This allows us a lot more space. The stage
will be larger this year, giving everyone a better view from anywhere in the field. There
will be a wide range of food and drink outlets plus a variety of stalls selling anything
from jewellery, clothing and gifts.

MantonFest Chairman - Roger Grant

I would like to thank the committee and all our volunteers, without whom the festival
would not be possible. Over the years MantonFest has raised money for several local charities and will continue to do so.

Roger Grant
Chairman and Organiser
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Welcome back
to our 10th
anniversary show
– at long last!!!
After what we have all
been through …. boy do
we need this?

Roger Grant (L) and Stuart Whant - the driving forces behind
MantonFest presenting , Nicki Evans, chair of village hall committee
with a cheque

It’s been a very troubling time for everyone and for people
involved in entertainment the tunnel has been very long
indeed. It’s great that we’re still able to operate and raise
money for good causes whilst having a wonderful time.
To everyone involved in putting on the show – thank you.
Many of us have lost loved ones and have had a rollercoaster of raw emotions over the last 18 months or so. Thank
you to the NHS and care staff for everything that they have
done.
At this year’s festival we just want one emotion – happiness!
But, have a thought for those who didn’t emerge from the
tunnel with us. We salute them.
We have a great line up for this tenth anniversary festival
and we will keep the music coming with the shortest breaks
possible and allow all the guys from Swindon PA to manage
all the technical wizardry needed for an event like this. Whilst
they worry about kit set up and DI boxes, on stage sound
mixes, broken leads and the such like, just sit back and relax
until you are ready to dance the afternoon and evening away.
Let the music take you wherever you want to go …….. ‘man’.
Please respect those around you especially those who want
to continue to socially distance – even after the beer, wine
and spirits start to flow - please have a care. MantonFest is
just one big family and families take care of each other.
Pop along and see us down at the stage for a chat – look out
for the various bands’ merchandise on sale and above all else
keep on rockin’.
Good to be back.

Stuart Whant,
Music Director
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Stuart Whant
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Dirty
Harry

The only tribute
band for the
true Blondie fan
MantonFest welcomes
Dirty Harry as headline
act
The essence of Dirty Harry is to put
on a show Blondie would give the
nod to and in true punk style we can
embrace any sort of venue, function
or odd request so feel free to test
us out.
As Oscar Wilde put it:
”There are but a few great second
acts, but for those that can deliver in
style, the applause lingers long after
the curtain comes down and the
critics have put down the sword…”
Formed in Edinburgh in early 2011,
Dirty Harry was borne out of singing
doctor Sarah Kennedy’s desire
to create an act which could play
homage to everyone’s favourite rock
goddess, Debbie Harry and to the
band who practically invented Power
Pop, Blondie.
Nearly four decades after Blondie emerged onto the anarchic downtown New York punk scene Sarah struck gold on
Gumtree and found four of Edinburgh’s finest musicians to complete the line-up.
In the annuls of rock Blondie is unique; their back catalogue has proven to be timeless and with Ms Harry at the front,
what’s not to like guys!
Dirty Harry has not only the original sound, feel, attitude, and full back catalogue of the band but a look- a- like of
Debbie to deliver the good stuff.
If a recap of some of the top tunes are required, lets remind ourselves; Heart Of Glass, Call me, Rapture, Sunday Girl,
Dreaming, Atomic, Denis, Hanging on the telephone, Maria, One way or another..
Dirty Harry do it all plus plenty more of the best chart toppers and fan’s favourites.
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Dr Feelgood:
Deliver Hard

Driving
Rock’n Roll
and Blues to
MantonFest
From their formation in 1971
to lead vocalist Lee Brilleaux's
untimely death in 1994, the
band never left the road,
playing hundreds of gigs every
year.
Feelgoods rockin’ MantonFest in 2016

Throughout their entire
career, Dr. Feelgood never
left simple hard-driving rock & roll behind, and their devotion to the blues and R&B earned them a devoted fan base.
That following first emerged in the mid-'70s when Dr. Feelgood became the leader of the second wave of pub rockers.
Unlike Brinsley Schwarz, the laid-back leaders of the pub rock scene, Dr. Feelgood was devoted to edgy, Stonesy rock &
roll, and their sweaty live shows -- powered by intense singing and
guitarist Wilko Johnson's muscular leads.
Dr. Feelgood's dynamic live act had made them the most popular
group on the pub rock circuit in the Seventies, and according to
legend their first album ‘Down by the Jetty’ was recorded in mono
and consisted almost entirely of first takes.
During their first decade together, Dr. Feelgood never left the road,
which was part of the reason founding members John Martin and
John Sparks left the band in 1982.
Lee Brilleaux replaced them with Buzz Barwell and Pat McMullen,
and continued touring. Throughout the '80s, Brilleaux continued
to lead various incarnations of Dr. Feelgood, settling on the rhythm
section of bassist Phil Mitchell and drummer Kevin Morris in the
mid-'80s.
The band occasionally made records -- including Brilleaux, one of the
last albums on Stiff Records in 1976 -- but concentrated primarily
on live performances. Dr. Feelgood continued to perform to large
audiences into the early '90s, when Brilleaux was struck by cancer.
Today’s line up continue to thrill audiences across Europe and we are
delighted to welcome them to MantonFest.
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Richard Davies and The Dissidents
A first time at MantonFest
Richard Davies is a name that may be new to many, however he is no
newcomer, having played guitar in 90’s Indie Popsters Tiny Monroe, and 00’s
Alt-Country combo The Snakes.
Human Traffic is his debut solo album, backed by The Dissidents, a group of
old friends and former band colleagues.
“Richard has written and recorded a collection of emotive, life reflecting and
affirming songs. Ten tracks of pure and perfect ‘Countrydelic Rock’n’Roll’.
Imagine Steve Earle playing with The Byrds at a Paisley Underground revival
festival while the ghosts of Johnny Thunders and Tom Petty look on.
From the opening beats of call to arms title track ‘Human Traffic’, to the final
ringing guitar on album closer the epic and enthralling ‘No Mans Land’ the
songs on this album are full of fragile vulnerability and hope. ‘Lay Me Low’
is an old hymn first written down in 1838 by a revolutionary religious sect
called The Shakers and later sung by the troops in the trenches of WW1 here
it is given a spine tingling and seductive spin by Richard and his Dissidents.

Dissident Nick Beere

Richard Davies and The Dissidents

Throughout the rest of the album songs like ‘21st Century Man’ ‘Way of The Wild’ and ‘Echo Road’ strut, stroll, sway
and swagger along, guitar licks weep and bleed, while the vocals are delivered with a real passion and feeling. With
songwriting and musicianship this good It’s no wonder that Richard has worked with the likes of Peter Perrett and Glen
Matlock.” from a review of Human Traffic.
After years as a collaborator, gun for hire and band member, guitarist Richard Davies returns front and centre with
his band The Dissidents. Richard spent much of the 90s on tour with bands like The Pretenders and Suede, recording
sessions with people like Glen Matlock and Peter Perrett. Now felt like a good time to form his own band as a platform
for his own songs. Richard hooked up with long-time friend and multi-instrumentalist Nick Beere to start recording
what would become Human Traffic. Things started to take shape when Tim Emery (Last Great Dreamers, Case Hardin)
and Chris Cannon (Mega City 4) joined on bass and drums respectively. During the sessions, Neil Scully completed the
line-up on keyboards and a band was born! The band signed to Bucketfull of Brains Records and then Covid-19 struck.
With a light at the end of the tunnel, The Dissidents are already half way through recording the follow up to Human
Traffic, tentatively titled “Two for Oblivion”. Shows are now booking up for the remainder of 2021 across the UK, with
a keen eye to Europe for the future. Richard and his band of Dissidents look forward to getting out live and building on
the buzz already around the band.
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Barrelhouse

Studio deep in the Wiltshire Countryside.
Stuart Whant lays down a series of driving bass lines and Dave Growcott
delivers the hard edge groover which is the staple diet of the band.
Their albums Mainline Voodoo and Mooncalf Blues will be available at the
festival and anyone wearing a distinctive Barrelhouse T-shirt will be sure
of a special welcome at the front of the stage.

Barrelhouse launched their latest album
Mainline Voodoo just as the first lockdown
was announced.
Nick, Stuart and Martin at MantonFest 2018

Whilst this may not have been their finest
demonstration of impeccable timing the
band feel that this – their largest collection
of self-penned tracks has done OK. It spent
two months bothering the Independent Blues
Charts and on line monthly streaming from
all four corners of the globe suggest that it
strikes a note with a wide range of people.
Voted band of the year by Severn FM earlier
this year they have done their best to keep
the music following from an appearance at
the BBC’s virtual festival last summer to an
eventual socially distanced album launch gig
last Halloween.
For people that are new to Barrelhouse they
bring an energy and drive to music rooted in
the blues.

Stuart with his sought-after Bruce Thomas Bass

Tim Harvey

Their cover versions of classics such as Ace of Spades, Red Right Hand Spoonful and Hoochie Coochie Man show a
dexterity and feel well beyond a simple copy of a classic tracks. They give everything to whatever they play, every time
they are on a stage or in a studio - a twist of Barrelhouse magic.
Martin Hands is the Barrelhouse voice of the blues, a young man who encapsulates the spirit of the blues influenced
by Muddy Waters, Howlin’ Wolf and Co.
Tim Harvey the guitarist with a unique style plays a collection of self made guitars including his famous four stringed
cigar box – he might even bring his bed warmer guitar to the party!
Nick Beere is not only the band’s blues harp player but he also records and produces their albums at his Mooncalf
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Start End

Skedaddle

12:00

12:50

Catfish

13:05

13:45
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14:15

15:25

Joe Martin

15:50

16:50
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17:10

18:10

Richard Davies &
Dissidents

18:30

19:30

Dr Feelgood

20:00

21:10

Dirty Harry

21:40

22:55
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The Ex Men
Rock n Roll’s long heritage is drenched with countless classic artists
As the years roll by, members come and go

Further live credits include performing with Jerry Donahue, (Joan Armatrading, Sandy Denny); Dave Rowberry (The
Animals), Jim Rodford (The Kinks and Argent), Noel Redding (Jimi Hendrix); Chris Farlowe, Alan Silson and Pete Spencer
(Smokie), Maggie Bell, Zoot Money, Garry Roberts and Simon Crowe (The Boomtown Rats), Trevor Burton (The Move),
Wayne Fontana (The Mindbenders), The Swinging Blue Jeans plus many more.

But the songs always remain
So many artists, so many songs!

Over the last four decades Peter has also recorded over a dozen albums, alongside Rick Wakeman (Yes) , Bev Bevan
(The Move, ELO), Clive Bunker (Jethro Tull), Paul Jones (Manfred Man, The Blues Band), Don Airey (Gary Moore, Deep
Purple, Ozzy Osbourne), Eric Bell (Thin Lizzy) plus many more. Don’t Let Me Be Misunderstood.
Drummer & vocalist Geoff Hammond started performing in the 1960's and has always been in demand as a session
and live drummer. Over the years he has played drums for Denny Laine (Wings and The Moody Blues), Eric Bell (Thin
Lizzy), Lieutenant Pigeon, Alan Silson (Smokie), Eric Haydock (The Hollies), Trevor Burton (The Move, Steve Gibbons)
Noel Redding (Jimi Hendrix Experience).

The Ex-Men feature four British musicians with their own remarkable heritage – playing alongside legends and icons of
music – so there’s no shortage of classic and iconic songs for them to play!
Vocalist/bassist/guitarist Peter Barton spent 20 years as the voice of Animals & Friends, alongside The Animals’ cofounder, John Steel and the man who replaced Alan Price on keyboards – Micky Gallagher, later (and still) one of Ian
Dury’s Blockheads.
Along the way, Peter has toured alongside Stax and Blues Brothers legend, Steve Cropper; the late great Mick Green
(The Pirates, Paul McCartney, Bryan Ferry, Van Morrison) and the recently departed Spencer Davis.
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Graham Pollock (Guitar and Vocals) also started performing in the 1960's. In the 1980's Graham secured a recording
deal and was produced by Peter Collins (Rush, Gary Moore etc ) and Pete Waterman. Graham also spent over a
decade performing as lead guitarist and vocalist with Eric Haydock from The Hollies, alongside Mick Avory from The
Kinks and also Chip Hawkes of The Tremeloes. He also performed in The Bay City Rollers with Eric Faulkner and with
John Steel of The Animals. 60’s medley.
Bassist Alan Sagar’s background is steeped in Blues and Rock. Over the years he has recorded many albums with cult
Country Rock Band Slack Alice and more recently, he was also the bass player for Zoot Money (Big Roll Band, Alan
Price) and performed with Scottish Rock Band Big Country. Big Country ‘In A Big Country’, Glasgow 26.1.18.
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Joe Martin

CATFISH

Make a Triumphant Return To Stage at MantonFest

Back again at MantonFest after a
rousing performance
Joe Martin, a Lancashire based singer songwriter is deservedly gaining
major attention on both sides of the Atlantic.
As a child Joe was brought up listening to artists from Bob Dylan and
Townes Van Zandt to the Eagles and Fleetwood Mac. Songs that tell a
story played a big part in what Joe would be listening to in his formative
years. This can be heard in the music he’s making now.
In 2017 Joe released his debut EP ‘Small World’ to much acclaim and
has recently recorded a suite of singles with the Champs of the much
respected UK Americana band ‘Danny and the Champions of the World’.
Joe released his next single ‘Love Strong’ in October 2018 and the
following two singles in the first half of 2019. Joe was a big hit at
MantonFest 2019 and is back by popular demand.

Joe Martin

Dorian, Mark, Glynn, and Mike... Four names to evoke joyous and gleeful thoughts of just down-right, darn good,
home cooked songs, courtesy of those born and bred Marlborough boys (and one Welshman... and an American, by
birth. OK... two born and bred Marlborough boys, and two other blokes).
If the chorus hook to 'Carolina's Eyes' isn't going round your head for the rest of the year, you must be dead inside. Or
really good at blocking out earworms. One or the other. Their Gibson and Rickenbacker infused melodies will gladden
the heart and soothe the soul. Well, that's what they said anyway.
MantonFest sees their first live performance for almost two years to the day, with all plans in the interim cancelled for
reasons we're all sadly too familiar with. Let's hope they practiced a bit in the downtime!
Their Mantonfest set is a positive smorgasbord of some of their most popular self-penned numbers, and a couple of
new (to the audience, anyway) tunes, plus a cover of a song by a bunch of Scousers.
There'll be fast poppy ones for those who like to gyrate rhythmically in time with the beat, and some slow acoustic
tracks for the diehard romantics to sway along to and turn their smartphone torches on for. Not to mention giving the
band a rest in the middle.
You can follow Catfish on Facebook at www.facebook.com/catfishbanduk where you'll also find a SoundCloud link to
Stream or download their recorded works.
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Skedaddle
These guys were at the starting gate of Mantonfest and represent Manton amongst this
great 2021 festival line-up.
Playing a blend of blues, soul and jazz this
band sits at the crossroads of musical genres
and play a mixture of well-known classics
merged with some of their own material,
including some new creations inspired and
penned during a recent trip to Nashville,
Memphis and New Orleans.
The twin vocals of Jane Witcomb (known
better as Cosmic Nanna) and Amanda Cramsie-Smith will light up your afternoon.
Skedaddle at sunny MantonFest ‘19
Jane and Amanda are supported by a bit of a
family affair of Grand Pappy Chris Witcomb on
guitar, Ed Witcomb on guitar and bass and Joe Witcomb on drums. The outrigger is Stuart Whant who plays bass and
six string guitar and pens a few tracks for the band to bring to life.

Skedaddle are full of fun and they will expect you to join in the entertainment that they will bring.
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Ramsbury Brewing & Distilling is a part of the Ramsbury Estate,
an estate made up of 19,00 acres across North East Wiltshire, West
Berkshire and North Hampshire.
The diversification of the estate over the last 20 years has led to
award-winning produce from the 7,000 acres of farm land – including
craft ales and single estate spirits.
From classic pints, such as Ramsbury Gold synonymous with
the flavour of a proper Wiltshire beer, to the smooth and
distinguished gin - at Ramsbury the ethos is simple, nothing
goes to waste.
Each operation works smoothly and efficiently, intertwining
with one another either by producing complementary products
or providing the raw materials used to create them. As much as
can be done on the estate itself is, so that there is complete
traceability and the very most out of the process as possible
is achieved whilst reducing the impact on the
environment surrounding us.
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Come and enjoy a wide choice of Food and Drink
from our selected vendors:

•

Sumbler Brothers Butchers: Hand made beef burgers

•

		

Gold Bars:

Beer and wine served throughout the
day and night

•

Ramsbury Brewery:

Gin and vodka (own label)

•

FHC:

Italian Italian Pizzas and Churros

•

Green Farm Limited:

Vegetarian and Vegan a speciality.
Sandwiches and refreshments

•

Mario’s Ice Cream Van

•

Capuccino Coffee Van		

•

Kayleigh’s Refreshments
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Riverside Veterinary Centre
Proudly Support

MantonFest
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Important Notices
First Aid needed? Hopefully not, but please visit Dan Claridge and his medical team in
the ambulance on site for their help.
Lost and Found – please report to the Ticket Gate at the entrance – children or items!
Dogs are welcome and a water bowl will be available by the entrance. Dogs must be
kept on a lead at all times. Please pick up after your dog and do not leave your pet in
your car if it is very hot – even with a window open.
Please ensure no glassware is brought into the water meadow as broken glass is
dangerous for animals and humans alike. No bottled beer please, cans only. Wine
bottles are acceptable but we would like you to take the empties home with you.
Picnics are welcome, BBQ’s are not.
Toilet facilities: We try and ensure they are up to standard. However, please report
to a steward (in an orange tabard) or at the Ticket Gate if not.
Black bags are available for your rubbish. Please ask a steward for them as it will help
us greatly when we clear the field. Rubbish bins will be scattered around the field for
your use as well.
Should you have any queries or problems please seek out a steward (in an orange
tabard) who will offer to help.
All children aged 15 or under must be accommpanied by an adult and please be aware
that we will be asking for proof of age if necessary.
Anyone not wearing a wrist band and cannot show proof of entry will be asked to
leave.
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